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Abstract 
This paper attempts to express the golden ratio numbers with nucleotide 
bases (A T, G, C and U) as regards to Quantum Perspective Model. At first, if 
you take the exact value of golden ratio numbers after the comma, you can 
convert these decimal base numbers to binary number base system. Secondly, 
after converting process of these numbers, you should sequence these num-
bers as decimal number base system again. Thirdly, sum these decimal base 
numbers respectively. Fourthly, total adding processes correspond to genetic 
codes [Adenine (A), Thymine (T) Guanine (G), Cytosine (C) and Uracil (U)]. 
Fifthly, the result explanations of golden ratio numbers can be defined as this: 
[ACATCC]. Sixthly, the NCBI (The National Center for Biotechnology In-
formation) search results of these sequences are very interesting model or-
ganism consequences just like “Symphodus melops” (Corking Wrasse) and 
“Xyrauchen texanus” (Xysmoking texanus). Seventhly, Symphodus melops is 
a special organism for removing parasites from other fishes. Eighthly, Xyrau-
chen texanus can create light reflections by using their eyes. Ninthly, defining 
some irrational numbers such as phi and pi in a ratio or as cyclic numbers 
may provide a new clue to evaluate irrationality in mathematics. As a result, 
the expression of golden ratio numbers with genetic codes reaches meaning-
ful consequences to shed light on novel research method between Mathemat-
ics and Biochemistry. 
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1. Introduction 

Genetics is operating with these nitrogenous bases: Cytosine (C), Adenine (A), 
Guanine (G), Uracil (U) or Thymine (T). In the theory of Traditional Chinese 
Medicine (TCM), any process begins with the element of Wood. At the end of 
this process, Chinese philosophy ends with the Water element. So, these five 
elements: Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal and Water element. Furthermore, this article 
needs to get more researches about the relations with Nitrogenous bases with 
Chinese elements. With respect to this hypothesis, the correlations were found 
between Nitrogenous bases with Chinese elements just like in the following or-
der: Uracil (Thymine)—Water element; Cytosine—Wood element inside Fire 
element; Adenine—Fire element and Guanine—Metal element. According to 
this hypothesis, the system is cyclic [1]. Besides, substances in the ecosystem are 
in cycle, constantly transforming into their organic and inorganic forms, too. 
The water (H2O), Carbon (C) and Nitrogen (N) cycle take place between the 
atmosphere and the earth. With evaporation, condensation, precipitation, pho-
tosynthesis and respiration, water transforms into solid and gas forms and trans-
forms between the earth and the atmosphere. As a result of this mentioned ar-
ticle, purine and pyrimidine bases (Uracil, Thymine, Cytosine, Adenine and Gua-
nine) are aromatic heterocycles. These are planar ring system containing in-
stead one or more carbon atoms (C), the atoms of oxygen (O), sulfur (S) and ni-
trogen (N) [1]. 

Prior to this article, the relationship between the nucleotide bases and some 
irrational numbers and some universal constant numbers was researched with 
Quantum Perspective Model by Kevser Köklü and Tahir Ölmez. With respect to 
Quantum Perspective Model Kevser Köklü researched the relationship between 
the velocity of light numbers and genetic codes [2]. Secondly, the relation with 
Pi numbers [3] and nucleotide bases were also explained by Kevser Köklü too. 
Thirdly, the link between the Planck’s constant numbers [4] and genetic codes 
was published by Tahir Ölmez [5]. Fourthly, the calculated expression of the 
atomic weight of proton, neutron and electron with nucleotide bases was also 
researched by Tahir Ölmez. Fifthly, the atomic weight of Avogardo’s number 
can be also expressed as “Uracil (U)” nucleotide base [5]. Fifthly, some other 
constant numbers just as the Boltzmann and the Bohr magneton constants were 
also researched by Tahir Ölmez, too [6]. Lastly, the link between some irrational 
numbers and genetic codes was also researched by Tahir Ölmez. However, the 
aim of this research article is to search the relations between the golden ratio 
numbers and chemical formulas of nucleotide bases. 
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2. Methods 

According to Quantum Perspective Model, the representation of nucleotide 
bases (A T, G, C and U) was explained by chemical formulas. Regarding these 
chemical formulas, it was calculated based on the atomic masses of the elements. 
However, this article aims to investigate the relationship between the golden ra-
tio numbers and nucleotide bases. In sum, the aim of this research article is 
searching the relations between the atomic weight of basic atomic particles, 
number base systems and chemical formulas of nucleotide bases. 

The chemical structures of nucleotide bases consist of Carbon (C), Nitrogen 
(N), Oxygen (O) and Hydrogen (H) [7], for the representation of nucleotide 
bases (A, T, C, G and U) in chemical atoms (Table 1). 

2.1. The Calculation of the Golden Ratio Numbers as  
Nucleotide Bases 

The value of the golden ratio numbers is  
1.6180339887498948482045868343656381177203091798057628621… 
0.16180339887498948482045868343656381177203091798057628621… [8]. 
At first, Please take the first twenty-six values of the golden ratio numbers af-

ter comma (0, 16 18 03 39 88 74 98 94 84 82 04 58 68). Secondly,convert this 
decimal numbers to binary number base. Please, See Table 2. Thirdly, after 
writing this binary numbers one by one, convert this binary numbers to decimal 
numbers again partially. For instance [(16:1000 18:100 10; 03:11; 39:100 111; 
88:10 11000; 74:100 10 10; 98:11000 10; 94:10 11110; 84:10 10100; 82:10 100 10; 
04:100; 58:1110 10 and 68:1000 100)]. Fourthly, sum the partial numbers 
respectively. For instance [(16 = 16); (18 = 4 + 2 = 6); (03 = 3); (39 = 4 + 7 = 11); 
(88 = 2 + 24 = 26); (74 = 4 + 2 + 2 = 8); (98 = 24 + 2 = 26); (94 = 2 + 30 = 32);  
 
Table 1. Representation of nucleotide bases (A, T, C, G and U) in chemical atoms. 

ATOMS/NUCLEOTIDE BASES C = 6 H = 1 O = 8 N = 7 SUM 

ADENINE: C5H5N5 5 5 - 5 70 

THYMINE: C5H6N2O2 5 6 2 2 66 

CYTOSINE: C4H5N3O1 4 5 1 3 58 

GUANINE: C5H5N5O1 5 5 1 5 78 

URACIL: C5H4N2O2 5 4 2 2 64 

 
Table 2. Representation of decimal numbers in binary base for the value of the golden ra-
tio numbers after comma. 

ECIMAL 
NUMBERS 

2 3 4 7 14 16 20 24 30 

BINARY 
NUMBERS 

10 11 100 111 1110 1000 10100 11000 11110 
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(84 = 2 + 20 = 22); (82 = 2 + 4 + 2 = 8); (04 = 4); (58 = 14 + 2 = 16) and (68 = 16 + 
4 = 20)]. Fifthly, add the total partial decimal numbers, respectively (16 + 6 + 3 + 
11 + 26 + 8 = 70; Adenine “A”) (26 + 32 = 58; Cytosine “C”) and (22 + 8 + 4 + 
16 + 20 = 70; Adenine “A”). Lastly, see Table 2 for the equivalents of this num-
bers. Finally, the consequence of this numbers is “ACA” [Adenine, Cytosine 
and Adenine]. 

2.2. The Calculation of the Golden Ratio Numbers as Nucleotide  
Bases (The Rest of Golden Ratio Numbers after Comma) 

At first, Please take the second thirty values of the golden ratio numbers after 
comma (0, 1618033988749894848204586834 36 56 38 11 77 20 30 91 79 80 57 
62 86 21). Secondly, convert these decimal numbers to binary number base. 
(Table 3) Thirdly, after writing these binary numbers one by one, convert these 
binary numbers to decimal numbers again partially. For instance [(34:1000 10; 
36:100 100; 56:1 11000 38:100 110; 11:10 11; 77:100 11 01; 20:10 100; 30:111 10; 
91:101 1011; 79:100 1111; 80:10 1000; 57:11 100 1; 62:11 11 100; 86:1010 110 and 
21:101 01)]. Fourthly, sum the partial numbers respectively. For instance [(34 = 16 
+ 2 = 18) (36 = 4 + 4 = 8); (56 = 1 + 24 = 25); (38 = 4 + 6 = 10); (11 = 2 + 3 = 5); 
(77 = 4 + 3 + 1 = 8); (20 = 2 + 4 = 6); (30 = 7 + 2 = 9); (91 = 5 + 11 = 16); (79 = 4 + 
15 = 19); (80 = 2 + 16 = 18); (57 = 3 + 4 + 1 = 8); (62 = 3 + 3 + 4 = 10); (86 = 10 
+ 6 = 16) and (21 = 5 + 1 = 6)]. Fifthly, add the total partial decimal numbers, 
respectively (18 + 8 + 25 + 10 + 5 = 66; Thymine “T”) (8 + 6 + 9 + 16 + 19 = 58; 
Cytosine “C”) and (18 + 8 + 10 + 16 + 6 = 58; Cytosine “C”). Lastly, see Table 3 
for the equivalents of this numbers. Finally, the consequence of these numbers is 
“TCC” [Thymine, Cytosine and Cytosine]. In sum, the total consequence of 
golden ratio numbers after comma is “ACATCC” [Adenine, Cytosine, Adenine, 
Thymine, Cytosine and Cytosine]. 

In sum, as regards to Quantum Perspective Model, after the expression of 
golden ratio numbers as nucleotide bases, some important consequences were 
reached by this article. This result will be put forth in the next pages. 

3. Results and Discussion  
3.1. Results 

At first, the calculation of the first twenty-six golden ratio numbers as nuc-
leotide bases can be expressed with “ACA” [Adenine (A) Cytosine (C), and 
Adenine (A)] nucleotide bases. Secondly, the calculation of the thirty values of 
the golden ratio numbers after comma also can be expressed with “TCC” [Thy-
mine (T) Cytosine (C) and Cytosine (C)] nucleotide bases. Thirdly, the total  
 
Table 3. Representation of decimal numbers in binary base for the value of the golden ra-
tio numbers after comma (The rest of golden ratio numbers after comma). 

DECIMAL NUMBERS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 15 16 24 

BINARY NUMBERS 1 10 11 100 101 110 111 1001 1010 1011 1111 1000 11000 
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consequence of golden ratio numbers after comma is “ACATCC” [Adenine (A) 
Cytosine (C), Adenine (A), Thymine (T), Cytosine (C) and Cytosine (C)]. 
Fourthly, after searching this sequence at NCBI (The National Center for Bio-
technology Information) database, the consequences are many living organ-
isms. Fifthly, these are plants, bivalves, bees, rodents, moths, beetles, hawks, flies 
and in particular bony fishes “Symphodus melops” and “Xyrauchen texanus” 
[9]. Please, See (Figures 1-4). Lastly, could this relationship be a sign of  
 

 
Figure 1. The NCBI Blast Result “ACATCC” of Nucleotide Bases for “Sympho-
dus melops” and “Xyrauchen texanus” [9]. 
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Figure 2. The NCBI distance tree of result for “ACATCC” [9]. 

 
relationships between the Universal Genetic Code Table, the chemical Periodic 
Table, and some irrational numbers? 

3.2. Discussion  

According to Quantum Perspective Model, prior to this article, the relationship 
between some irrational numbers and genetic codes were studied by T. Ölmez 
[10]. The consequence of this article can be expression of golden ratio numbers 
as nucleotide bases “ACATCC”. But also the link between some irrational num-
bers and nucleotide bases was researched by Tahir Ölmez, too (Table 4) [10]. 
Prior to this article, not only the link between some irrational numbers and nuc-
leotide bases was studied but also the link between golden ratio numbers “1, 
618” and genetic codes was studied by T. Ölmez. The outcome of this article was 
related to both “TATA Box”, “CAAT Box” and “GC”/“AT” base pairs, too.  
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Figure 3. The NCBI Gene Search Result for “Symphodus melops” [9]. 
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Figure 4. The NCBI gene search result for “Xyrauchen texanus” [9]. 
 
Besides, the molar mass of (GC) base pairs “618” is the same value of golden ra-
tio numbers after comma (1, 618034…) [11]. Let alone previous explanations, 
this paper attempts to investigate not only the relationship between the golden 
ratio numbers “618” and Adenine Thymine (AT) base pairs/Guanine Cytosine 
(GC) base pairs molar masses, but also the relationship between golden ratio  
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Table 4. The summary of some irrational numbers and nucleotide bases. 

Irrational Numbers Nucleotide Bases 

√2 [13] GGATGTUTATTGAGTGAUAA 

√3 [14] GGATGAUTAUGGGTTTAGAAA 

√5 [15] ATTTATTUAATAUATAAUUUUATTGA 

√7 [16] GATTCUUUACTAGAGTTACTAGTTTGATT 

√10 [10] ATAAGTCATAAGTGTATTAGTTTAAAACTG 

Pi Numbers 
(as a 22/7) [2] 

CTA [Cytosine (C), Thymine (T), Adenine (A)] 

Pi Numbers 
(as an extended form) 

[17] 
TUGATTATAUTGGTTGGTTGTTAAUGGTAU 

Euler’s Identity [18] AAAGGCUUGCCCAACAAGCCAAACCCAGGC 

Euler’s Numbers [19] ACGCCGACACTAACUATU 

Golden Ratio Numbers 
(only “618”) [12] 

CAAT Box “GGCCAATCT”; TATA Box “TATAAAA” 

Golden Ratio Numbers 
(Extended form) 

ACATCC 

 
numbers and both the average of TATA box nucleotides and CAAT box nucleo-
tide bases sequence on the basis of molar masses [12]. 

As for this article, at first, after searching the CAAT box gene sequence 
“GGCCAATCT” and the TATA box gene sequence “TATAAAA” in the NCBI 
(National Center for Biotechnology) databases, NCBI blast results of TATA and 
CAAT Box were specifically focused on a variety of bony fishes especially “Den-
ticle herring”. Secondly, the NCBI (The National Center for Biotechnology 
Information) search result of golden ratio numbers’ sequence is “ACATCC”. 
Thirdly, after searching for this sequence in the NCBI database, similar living 
organism “bony fishes” were found in the same way in T. Ölmez’s previously 
published article [10]. Fourthly, after searching for this sequence in the NCBI 
database, the outcome of this sequence is bony fishes just like “Symphodus me-
lops” and “Xyrauchen texanus”. Fifthly, while calculating golden ratio numbers 
as nucleotide bases numbers were taken by twins. The reason of this twin num-
bers can be stemmed from “Adenine (A) and Thymine (T) pairs with two (2) 
hydrogen bonds” [20]. Besides, binary encoding systems consist of binary in-
formation from all data in a computer system that includes only two possible 
values: 0 and 1. If current passes through the transistor (switch on), this represents 
one (1). If the current doesn’t pass (switch off) that means zero (0) [2]. Fur-
thermore, at the present knowledge of brain neurology, it requires an organiza-
tion of fine-tuned neural microsites that enable two types of transitions, consis-
tency, and inconsistency, as a basis for information transfer. In fact, a “Two-loop” 
mental workspace is designed with protein-based perturbations for a fast and 
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causally efficient flow of information, similar to the binary number system. 
Possible cybernetic effects at various levels of the brain can be seen not only in 
Planck-scale spin networks, but also in elementary particles in the superstring 
model. This hypothetical mental workspace, depicted with a bidirectional (cir-
cular) quantum at the center, and this iso-energetic information flow may be 
related to Quantum Physics. [21]. 

4. Conclusions 

This paper tries to shed light on the relationships between some irrational num-
bers just like the golden ratio numbers and nucleotide bases [Adenine (A), Thy-
mine (T) Guanine (G), Cytosine (C) and Uracil (U)]. According to Quantum 
Perspective Model, the chemical formulas of nucleotide bases [Adenine (A), 
Thymine (T) Guanine (G), Cytosine (C) and Uracil (U)] consist of Carbon (C), 
Nitrogen (N), Oxygen (O) and Hydrogen (H). 

Normally, irrational numbers can’t be written as the ratio of numbers but ap-
proximately phi (1618) and pi (22/7) numbers can be expressed as the ratio of 
numbers. One of the exceptions of these irrational numbers can be a sign of new 
discoveries between Mathematics and Genetics, especially about cyclic num-
bers. It has been determined that not only the sum of the velocities of the light 
numbers [2] is “55”, but also the number “55” in the ratio of the Fibonacci 
numbers. Besides, approximately the ratio of “55” and “34” equals to the ratio of 
golden ratio numbers (55/34 = 1, 618) [12]. That’s to say, not only chemical 
atoms are cycling as in Carbon (C), Nitrogen (N), Oxygen (O) and Hydrogen 
(H) atoms, but also the chemical atomic weight of these elements are cycling, 
too. For example, please see Table 4 [3]. Consequently, some of these irrational 
numbers can be expressed as a ratio, as opposed to the corresponding rule that 
irrational numbers cannot be written with ratio. Let alone previous explanations, 
some of the approximate numbers of phi and pi numbers are also cycling too. Pi 
numbers are sequenced as in forever “CTA’s” if the values of pi numbers are re-
garded as (22/7 = 3, 142857142857…). Phi numbers are sequenced as in 
“ACATCC” (Please see Table 4). In addition, if we pay attention to the Pi num-
bers here, it is seen that the cyclic number “142,857” continues in the form of 
endless sequences. Finally, if you divide some Phi numbers “618” by “14”, you 
will have the similar result “142,857”. (618/14 = 44, 142857142857…). As rer-
gards to the relation with Pi and Phi numbers, Remember K. Köklü divided Pi 
number’s into fourteen “14” groups and sequenced them as forever “CTA’s. 
Even, K.Köklü was called Pi numbers’ decimal” 428,571 as the same cyclic num-
ber as “142,857” (Remember, not only Cyclic numbers revolve their each num-
ber at each other from “142,857” to “428,571” but also the genetic codes revolve 
at each other at the gene expression period 3’ to 5’ and vice versa 5’ to 3’) [3]. In 
summary, not only do the electrons revolve around the proton at the micro level, 
but also some chemical atomic elements move cyclically at the macro level, just 
as in the Carbon (C), Nitrogen (N), Oxygen (O) and Hydrogen (H) cycles. Is 
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this resemblance can be a sign of interrelationships of sciences as regards to 
Quantum Perspective Model? Could defining some irrational numbers such as 
phi and pi in a ratio or as cyclic numbers give a new clue to evaluate irrationality 
in mathematics? OR Since some irrational numbers can be sequenced as genetic 
codes, could these results be the result of the order in disorder? (Table 4) 

At first, after converting the exact value of the golden ratio numbers, you will 
get a genetic sequence just like “ACATCC”. Secondly, after searching the NCBI 
database results, some of the consequences are Corking Wrasse “Symphodus me-
lops” and “Xyrauchen texanus”. Please, See (Figures 1-4). Thirdly, both of these 
living organisms are bony fishes. Fourthly, not only the NCBI database results 
 
Table 5. The summary of some constant numbers and nucleotide bases. 

SOME CONSTANT NUMBERS NUCLEOTIDE BASES 

The square of the speed of light (c2) [4] AUC or CCATAUUTU/CCACAUUTU 

Planck’s constant numbers [6] Adenine (A) or Thymine (T) 

Avogardo’s Number [5] Uracil (U) 

The atomic weight of proton [5] Guanine (G) 

The atomic weight of electron [5] Uracil (U) 

The atomic weight of neutron [5] Adenine (A) or Thymine (T) 

The Boltzmann constant [6] Guanine (G) 

The Bohr magneton constant [6] Thymine (T) 

 
Table 6. The NCBI (National Biotechnology Information Center) summary and genetic 
sequences of some irrational numbers. 

Irrational Numbers NCBI Results 

√2 [13] Danio Rerio, Timema, Bony fish 

√3 [14] Denticle Herring, Bony fish, Bats 

√5 [15] Danio Rerio (Zebra fish), Bony fish 

√7 [16] Danio Rerio, Danio Aesculapii, Bony fish 

√10 [10] Danio Kyathit, Danio Aesculapii, Bony fish 

Pi Numbers 
(as a 22/7) [2] 

Danio Rerio (Zebra fish), Bony fish 

Pi Numbers 
(as an extended form) [17] 

Danio Rerio (Zebra fish), Bony fish, Timema,  
Danio Kyathit 

Euler’s Identity [18] 
Danio Kyathit, Danio Rerio (Zebra fish),  

Bony fish, Timema 

Euler’s Numbers [19] 
Danio Rerio (Zebra fish), Bony fish,  

bat coronavirus 

Golden ratio numbers 
Bony fish 

Symphodus melops, Xyrauchen texanus 
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of some irrational numbers are bony fishes (Table 4), but also the NCBI database 
result of the golden ratio numbers are bony fishes, too. Fifthly, one of the NCBI 
database result of the golden ratio numbers is “Symphodus melops” is special 
organism for removing parasites from other fishes [22]. Sixthly, another NCBI 
database result of the golden ratio numbers is “Xyrauchen texanus” which can 
create light reflections by using their eyes. This defensive behavior is directed 
specifically against other milkers [23]. Also, some of the findings provide the 
first ecological evidence for the restricted distribution of UV (Ultraviolet) cones 
in a vertebrate retina [24]. Seventhly, the expression of the golden ratio numbers 
with genetic codes reaches meaningful consequences to shed light on novel re-
search method between Mathematics and Biochemistry. Lastly, not only some 
constant numbers are related to genetic codes but also the golden ratio numbers 
[12] and Fibonacci sequence [25] are related to genetic codes, too. As a result, as 
regards to Quantum Perspective Model, let alone the previous results, not only 
some constant numbers (Table 5) are related to nucleotide bases but also some 
irrational numbers are related to nucleotide bases, too (Table 6). In sum, using 
some physical and chemical constants [6], can the relationships between both 
Biochemistry and Quantum Physics be explained by genetic codes? 
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